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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The explosive potential of the nationalities question in th e
USSR today is not a new phenomenon ; it derives from events lon g
antedating the annexation of the Baltic states and easter n
Moldavia in 1940, the assignment of Nagorno- Karabakh t o
Azerbaidzhan in 1923, or the suppression of an independen t
Ukrainian state in 1920 . The national problem is deeply rooted i n
the very nature of the Soviet multi-ethnic society, in th e
processes by which that society came into being between the mid sixteenth and late nineteenth centuries, and in the way th e
dominant Russians have perceived their society . My researc h
during the term of the contract is part of an ongoing stud y
focussing on the last point--the formation in the nineteent h
century of a climate of opinion in regard to the minorit y
nationalities that in many respects persists today despite seve n
decades of official teaching about the brotherhood of Sovie t
nationalities .
America's multi-ethnic society has been formed by successiv e
waves of immigrants 1) whose settlement pattern right across th e
continent was one of intermingling, as individuals or as ethni c
communities or neighborhoods, with immigrants from other
backgrounds and 2) whose identification with their new homelan d
very largely replaced any attachment to their countries of origin .
In the Soviet case, by contrast, a multi-ethnic society was forme d
through the

territorial expansion of Russia into contiguous lands ;

the annexed peoples continued to live in and identify with thei r
ancestral homelands, although in some cases colonization b y
Russians followed Russian politica lcontr
Although the resulting Russian Empire, substantially restore d
as the USSR after the interregnum of 1917-20, is often likened t o
the early modern and modern colonial empires of Spain, France, an d
England, the comparison is more misleading than informative . No t
only were the colonial dependencies of the West European power s
separated from their respective metropoles by thousands of mile s
of ocean ; equally important, the empires in question wer e
established by peoples who had already virtually completed th e
process of defining themselves politically (as states) an d
culturally (as nations) . In Russia's case, however, the state' s
frontiers continued to push outward until the late nineteent h
century, adding ever more material to the ethnic mix out of whic h
Russians were attempting to fashion a nation . The great majorit y
of educated Russians in this period, whether in or out o f
government, perceived their expanding state not as a colonia l
empire but as a nation-state in process of formation . The idea l
of a nation-state, in which the political community coincides wit h
the cultural community, had come to Russia from the West in th e
aftermath of the Napoleonic wars .
Russia's expansion into lands populated by peoples who wer e
neither East Slavic in speech nor Orthodox Christian in religio n
was rarely seen as other than a natural continuation of the older ,
but ongoing, process of political unification of the East Slay s
iv

under the rule of Moscow and St . Petersburg . The distinctio n
between the two processes was undoubtedly blurred by 1 )
considerations of national security, which were a persisten t
driving force in Russian expansion, given the absence of natura l
defenses like the English Channel or the Alps, and 2) the case o f
the Ukraine and Belorussia .
The Ukraine and Belorussia had been fortuitously detache d
from the main body of East Slavdom and, before their reattachmen t
to it in the second half of the eighteenth century (a centur y
earlier in the case of the eastern Ukraine), had for four hundre d
years been subject to cultural and religious pressure from thei r
Polish and Polonized rulers . The centuries of separation ha d
inevitably produced significant differences between those o n
either side of the political frontier--differences in language ,
culture, and for a minority (the Uniates, who followed Orthodo x
practices but recognized papal authority), religion as well . I f
the Ukraine and Belorussia, for all their distinctiveness fro m
Great Russia, could be perceived as integral parts of th e
metropole, it required only a slightly greater effort to enlarg e
that vision to include the lands of other neighbors who were mor e
distinct from the Russians : those who were Orthodox but not Slay s
(like the Georgians and Moldavians), Slavic but not Orthodox (lik e
the Poles), oppressed Christians albeit neither Orthodox nor Slay s
(like the Armenians), or infidel barbarians in need of th e
blessings of Western civilization (like the Muslims of th e
Caucasus and Central Asia) . This broader vision included as wel l
v

the lands that lay between Russia and the defensible frontier s
that nature had intended for her, even if some of these land s
(like the Baltic provinces and Finland) were inhabited b y
neighbors who belonged to none of the above categories and were i n
addition perceived as having attained a higher level of cultura l
and social development than the Russians themselves . All thes e
lands were seen as by right part of the Russian nationa l
territory, and their inhabitants as candidates, sooner or later ,
for membership in the developing Russian nation . Nation-buildin g
in Russia is inextricably linked to the problem of Russia' s
national identity and her relationship to the West, a problem tha t
is the legacy of the cultural Westernization begun by Peter th e
Great at the beginning of the eighteenth century . This facto r
accounts, I believe, for the differentiation in Russian attitude s
toward the western borderlands (Finland, the Baltic provinces ,
Poland, and the provinces formerly dominated by Poland) from th e
perception of the eastern and southern borderlands . Possessio n
and integration of the western borderlands strengthened Russia' s
European identity and placed her physically firmly in Europe (her e
defined historically and culturally rather than by the arbitrar y
modern geographical convention whereby Europe extends to the Ura l
Mountains) . The western borderlands were a testing ground fo r
Russia's uneasy assertion of her cultural equality, or eve n
superiority, vis-a-vis Europe .
In the eastern and southern borderlands the Muslims of th e
Crimea, the Volga, the Caucasus, and Central Asia were viewed a s
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the traditional enemies of Western civilization, for which Russi a
had historically acted as the protective shield, much to her ow n
cost . The Muslims, like the Buddhists and animists further east ,
posed no threat to Russia's national identity ; together with th e
"orientalized" Christians of Moldavia and the Caucasus, they coul d
confidently be seen as cultural inferiors who in due course coul d
not but be assimilated by the superior culture of their Russia n
rulers . Thus, no such desperate measures of coerciv e
russification as were increasingly applied in the wester n
borderlands were necessary in the east and south . Official polic y
in regard to the borderlands was not only supported very widely b y
educated public opinion but also reflected the nuances o f
attitudes toward the various non-Russian ethnic groups in th e
context of Russian nation-building .
The policy of russification pursued so vigorously from 188 1
until the fall of the old regime in 1917 was hardly merely th e
misguided policy of two politically obtuse autocrats and thei r
similarly inclined advisers and agents . It was rather a polic y
that grew quite naturally out of Russia's traditional politica l
culture, which emphasized centralized control and uniform method s
of administration throughout the state . Equally important, th e
policy drew on a deep reservoir of support among educate d
Russians, almost all of whom were vitally concerned with th e
process of Russian nation-building in the multi-ethnic environmen t
that was the Russian Empire . However much modified by Sovie t
nationality policy, the attitudes developed in the nineteent h
vii

century continue to be a factor that must be reckoned with i n
today's Soviet Union--a society, like the empire it replaced ,
ruled by Russians and in which Russian language and cultur e
continue to be presented as norms for the entire population .

THE BORDERLANDS IN THE MIND OF RUSSIA : RUSSIAN NATIONA L
CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE NON-RUSSIAN NATIONALITIES,

1801-188 1

The nationalities problem, and in particular the government' s
attempt to russify the non-Russian peoples of the empire, i s
widely recognized as a major factor contributing to the demise o f
Russia's old regime in 1917 . Russification alienated from th e
regime hitherto loyal subjects . Given the ethnic composition o f
the Russian Empire (a Great Russian nucleus surrounded by non Russian borderlands, with the Great Russians forming a bar e
majority of the total population in 1897), the question naturall y
arises as to why the regime initiated and so long persisted i n
such a counterproductive policy . Was it simply the politica l
obtuseness of the last two Romanovs, blind--in this area as in s o
many others--to the long-range interests of their multi-ethni c
empire ?
In the 1880s, according to two standard Western survey s
of Russian history, russification became a "general" an d
"official"
.1
policy of the tsarist regime for the firs time
Three important qualifications must be made to this observation .
Firstly, what was new in the russification policy of Alexander II I
and Nicholas II was not that it was "general" or "official" .
Administrative russification as a conscious policy was more than a
century old by 1881 ; 2 as a practice it was considerably older ,
dating to the beginning of the Muscovite period, and reflected a
political culture that emphasized centralized control and uniform

methods of administration . What was new was the emphasis on th e
cultural (especially, linguistic and religious) assimilation o f
non-Russians . Such cultural assimilation, like administrativ e
integration, is as old as Russian history itself . It began whe n
Slavic tribes moving northeastward from the Dnepr mixed with an d
absorbed the indigenous Finnic peoples they encountered . Instance s
of cultural russification as a conscious policy had also occurre d
before 1881 . The primary targets had been the Polish language an d
Catholic religion in the formerly Polish western provinces afte r
the revolt of 1830-31 and in the former Kingdom of Poland itsel f
after the 1863 revolt, but the German language in the Balti c
provinces and the Ukrainian language were also targets in the 60 s
and 70s . In fact, from the 1860s, rather than the 80s, cultura l
assimilation was accorded equal importance with administrativ e
integration and was applied to subject peoples who had not bee n
guilty of disloyalty to Russia . It is worth noting that from th e
1880s efforts to assimilate the Jews, going back over half a
century, were abandoned, but the Jews constitute a special cas e
that requires separate treatmemt .
Secondly, the new policy was applied not to all of the tsar' s
non-Russian subjects, but almost exclusively to the inhabitants o f
the western or European borderlands (Finland, the Baltic province s
Poland, and the Lithuanian, Belorussian, and Ukrainian land s
formerly under Polish rule) . An explanation of this differentiation between the western and the eastern/southernborderlands i s
essential to an understanding of russification .
2

Thirdly, the new policy of aggressive russification enjoye d
extremely broad support among the most diverse groups of th e
educated Russian public . Russification's critics, e .g ., Alexande r
Herzen in the case of Poland in the 1860s, are noteworthy fo r
their isolation .
The thesis developed in this paper takes off fro m
Riasanovsky's observation that russification was for the most par t
"a response to the rising nationalism of the Great Russian s
themselves" 3 and from Seton-Watson's that it was based on " a
secular ideology of state, Great Russian nationalism", whic h
demanded loyalty no longer solely "in the name of the autocra t
appointed by God", but now "in the name of the Russian nation a s
well ." 4

Both those in government who formulated and implemente d

the newly aggressive russification policy and those outsid e
government who supported it were the carriers of this ne w
ideology .
The new national consciousness that underlay the desire t o
transform the emperor's non-Russian subjects into Russians was no t
created overnight in the 1880s but had been developing since th e
early years of the century . In the wake of the Napoleonic wars ,
the ideology of nationalism reached Russia from Europe, complet e
with European concepts of statehood and nationhood . The definin g
characteristic of the nation-state--the ideal of moder n
nationalism--is the correspondence of the political community t o
the ethnic or cultural community . In the age of Nicholas I' s
"official nationality" a Russian nation-state became the goal o f
3

both the regime and educated society ; it remained their drea m
until the end of the old regime .
There were several serious obstacles to the realization o f
this dream . In western and central Europe in the nineteent h
century the nation was in most cases assumed to be a given, and i t
was political frontiers that sometimes required readjustment, mos t
notably in Italy, Germany, and the Habsburg monarchy . In Russia ,
by contrast, nation-building was far from being a complete d
process, for many peoples brought under Russian rule since th e
sixteenth century were still in the early stages of assimilation .
State-building (both territorial expansion and administrativ e
integration) was continuing as well, with the boundaries of th e
empire being enlarged throughout the nineteenth century : hug e
territories were annexed in the western marches over agains t
Europe, in the Caucasus, in the Kazakh steppe and Turkestan, an d
in the Far East . Finally, the acquisition of these new land s
enormously increased the ethnic heterogeneity of the state ,
thereby adding to the complexity and difficulty of the task o f
nation- building .
Nothing daunted, educated society in Russia by the 1880s ha d
developed an ideology that sanctioned not only the Russian state' s
claim to the borderlands but also the Russian nation's claim t o
the borderland peoples . Unlike Westerners, who have frequentl y
compared the Russian Empire to the colonial empires of Spain ,
France, and England, with the borderlands playing the role o f
colonies to Russia's metropole, the majority of educated Russian s
4

of the nineteenth century preferred to view the empire as a
nation- state in the process of formation . There was a certai n
plausibility to this point of view . Unlike the colonia l
dependencies of the Western powers, Russia's borderlands wer e
contiguous to the metropole rather than being separated from it b y
thousands of miles of ocean . Equally important, whereas in th e
West the processes of state- and nation- building for the mos t
part preceded the stage of empire- building, in Russia all thes e
processes occurred simultaneously, making it very difficult t o
distinguish one from another .
Of primary importance to educated Russians in developin g
their national consciousness was the role played by historians o f
Russia who wrote for a popular audience, whether of adults or o f
youngsters . Such popular treatments of Russia's territoria l
expansion, from the first volumes of Karamzin's History of the
Russian State, published in 1818, to Kliuchevskii's course i n
Russian history, delivered regularly at Moscow University from th e
early 1880s, helped shaped the way in which several successiv e
generations of Russian readers of all ages perceived the politica l
community in which they lived, together with its ethnicall y
heterogeneous population . These treatments manifest a strikin g
consensus in their presentation of the story of the formation an d
territorial expansion of the Russian state and in their attitud e
toward the relationship of the Great Russian metropole to the non Russian borderlands . In summary, that presentation is as follows :
the Russian people, themselves an ethnic amalgam of Slavic ,
5

Finnic, and Norse components, had in the course of almost

a

thousand years continually extended the borders of their state i n
a seemingly ineluctable process of 1) demonstrating thei r
virility, winning the respect of foreigners, and erasing shamefu l
blots on their national honor ; 2) recovering the lost parts o f
their ancient patrimony ; 3) reaching out to the frontiers intende d
for Russia by nature ; 4) responding to the desire for unificatio n
on the part of their kinsmen and coreligionists suffering unde r
foreign oppression, to appeals from other neighbors fo r
protection, and to the need of their neighbors at times to b e
saved from their own self-inflicted troubles ; 5) satisfying th e
legitimate claims of their own security against hostile neighbors ;
and finally 6) pursuing their right to develop as a people an d
fulfill their national destiny by borrowing the necessary tools o f
civilization from the more enlightened West and using them t o
develop the potential of the wastes to the north, east, and south ,
and thereby, incidentally, conferring the blessings o f
civilization upon the savage peoples who inhabited these wastes .
The movement of Russia's frontiers had been accompanied by th e
movement of her people ; colonization had assisted in putting a
Russian stamp upon newly acquired lands and in assimilating newl y
subjected peoples . Although these themes inevitably overlap, the y
can be treated serially .

National Prid e
Karamzin's History gloried in the enormous size of th e
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Russian state and in the fact that it consisted of the conquest s
of a people endowed with a strong martial spirit . He had littl e
sympathy for peoples who lacked such a spirit . He wa s
condescending toward the Finns for yielding their lands withou t
resistance to the more aggressive Russians in the Kievan period ,
and he castigated fifteenth-century Novgorod with such moralizin g
aphorisms as : "ardor for war dimishes in mercantile states a s
their wealth increases" and "freedom belongs to the lion, not t o
the lamb ." A weak state, like Russia during the Time of Trouble s
in the first decade of the seventeenth century, inspires foreig n
powers at best with "curiosity or fruitless pity", while a stat e
which demonstrates its virility through military victorie s
resulting in the conquest of new lands earns the respect of othe r
powers . The respect which Karamzin and his successors was mos t
concerned to obtain for Russia was that of the West ; Ivan III ,
Boris Godunov, Peter I, and Catherine II all earned his praise fo r
winning the
. West's respect by means of their militar ysuce
Victories over Sweden by Boris Godunov and Peter I were especiall y
sweet, because the foe was a Western power renowned for it s
"preeminence in the military art ." The triumphs and annexation s
of Peter I and especially of Catherine II won for Russia "one o f
the leading positions in the European state system

.

.

. . Pete r

astonished Europe with his victories ; Catherine accustomed her t o
our triumphs ." 5
The respect of other powers was also contingent upon th e
absence or erasure of shameful blots upon the nation's honor .
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Peters's conquest of Livonia redeemed Ivan IV's ignominiou s
surrender of that land to Poland, while Peter also forced Polan d
to yield the trophies carried off from Russia in the Time o f
Troubles . 6

An even more ancient and rankling dishonor was erase d

by the gradual recovery of Russia's western and southern province s
from the Lithuanians, a "poor, savage" people who had take n
advantage of Russia's weakness and disunity in the thirteent h
century to throw off Russian suzerainty and form an independen t
state incorporating "the better half of Russia" . 7
Russia's eastward expansion was no less important for winnin g
the respect of Europe . Karamzin took special delight in th e
conquest of Siberia, which he compared to the exploits of th e
Spanish in Latin America . In Siberia Russia "discovered a second
new world for Europe" ; Ermak, the late sixteenth-century Cossac k
adventurer, was the "Russian Pizarro" ; and in Siberia, as i n
Mexico and Peru, "a handful of men using firearms defeate d
thousands armed with arrows and spears ." 8

Such comparison s

bolstered Russia's claim to a past that was no less interesting o r
worthy of attention than the histories of Greece, Rome, or Wester n
Europe . 9

Perhaps the most important blot upon the nation's hono r

was its two and a half centuries of subjection to Asiatic rulers ,
a humiliating experience for a people jealous of Europe's goo d
opinion . Ivan IV's annexation of Kazan and Astrakhan had redeeme d
Russia's honor by transforming the "former tributaries" of th e
Tatars into "rulers over Batu's descendants" . 10

In a simila r

although less catastrophic case, Peter I's campaign in the las t
8

years of his reign along the western shore of the Caspian Se a
effaced the dishonor of a costly defeat in that area by the Turk s
over a century earlier . 1 1

Russia ' s Ancient Patrimony.
Russia's national honor was repeatedly linked in popula r
historiography to the recovery of the parts of her ancien t
patrimony that had been seized by foreign foes . Here again
Karamzin set the tone by tracing the formation of that patrimon y
over two centuries until by the reign of Iaroslav the Wise "ou r
forefathers possessed almost the whole of presentday Europea n
Russia", from the Baltic region and Lithuania southward to th e
borders of Hungary and Dacia (Romania) and the shores of the Se a
of Azov, and eastward to the frontiers of Asia . 12

Iaroslav' s

realm was subsequently invariably taken in popular historiograph y
as Russia's patrimony, and the struggle for its recovery wa s
presented as one of the central themes of Russian history fro m
Ivan III to Catherine II . 13 Not only lands inhabited by Grea t
Russians but also all lands and peoples (cultural difference s
notwithstanding) that had at any time recognized the authority o f
a Russian prince were included . The cases that received mos t
attention were the lands at the head of the Gulf of Finland14 ,
Livonia 15 , the Left-Bank Ukraine 16, and (of particular concern )
the western regions incorporated in the thirteenth and fourteent h
centuries into the Grand Principality of Lithuania an d
subsequently into the Commmonwealth of Poland-Lithuania--"the bes t
9

part of our fatherland", Russia's by
possession l7

" irrefutable right" of prio r

Karamzin proudly declared :

" Let foreigners condem n

the [eighteenth-century] partition of Poland ; we took what wa s
ours ." 18

His only regret, shared by Pogodin and Ustrialov, wa s

that Catherine's share of Poland-Lithuania had not included Re d
Russia (Galicia), which had been lost in the mid-elevent h
century 19

(and was not to be restored to Russia until 1945) .

Natural Frontier s
The Arctic, Baltic, Black, and Caspian seas and the Ural an d
Caucasus mountains were suggested as Russia's natural frontiers i n
early nineteenth-century popular historiography 20 , but only wit h
Soloviev was the geographical factor raised to the status of a
major determinant of Russia's historical development . Soloviev' s
influence upon the historians of Russia of the second half of th e
nineteenth century is comparable to Karamzin's upon those workin g
in the second quarter of the century . According to Soloviev ,
Russia belongs to the category of "organic formations", which ar e
characteristic of Europe and whose frontiers are set for them b y
nature at the beginning of their history, as opposed to nonorgani c
states like the Roman, Assyrian, and Persian empires, created b y
conquest . Regardless of the vicissitudes they experience, organi c
states will always attain or regain their natural frontiers . Th e
territory that nature allotted to Russia was nothing less than th e
entire East European plain, a vast area united physically by th e
absence of any internal mountain barriers and by an extensiv e
10

network of navigable rivers all rising in close proximity to eac h
other . The natural frontiers of this plain, and of the Russia n
state, are the four seas and two mountain ranges mentioned above ,
to which Soloviev added the Carpathian Mountains in the west .
Following nature's dictates, Russian expansion followed the cours e
of the rivers of the plain down to the four seas into which the y
flow . 2 1
Thus Russia's acquisition of the Baltic provinces, the Ponti c
Steppe, and the middle and lower Volga had been ordained b y
nature . Her natural frontiers were as lodestones to which th e
Russian state was irresistibly drawn . In the case of the Ural an d
Caucasus mountains, however, "natural frontiers" did not serv e
even temporarily to halt Russia's expansion, whose continuatio n
other considerations dictated .

Humanitarian Consideration s
"Humanitarian" may seem to be an inappropriate qualifier fo r
the motives behind Russian expansion, but in the story as told b y
Russia's popular historians, such considerations were o f
considerable importance . The right of the rulers of Moscow an d
Petersburg to reconstitute Iaroslav's realm was reinforced b y
their duty toward the inhabitants of the lands in question wh o
were their own kinsmen and coreligionists . Through more than fou r
centuries of Lithuanian and Polish rule the people of wester n
Russia remained Russian in their faith, their language, and thei r
laws and institutions, and allegedly never ceased to regret thei r
11

separation from their eastern brethren . 22

These sentiments ,

Karamzin claimed, materially facilitated Moscow's efforts t o
reunite the western and eastern halves of Iaroslav's realm, whil e
the efforts of Polish kings and Roman popes from the latte r
sixteenth century forcibly to convert the western Russians t o
Catholicism only strengthened their desire for deliverance a t
Moscow's hands . 23

The Ukrainians were depicted as children tor n

from their mother's arms who never forgot their faith or thei r
parentage and finally turned to Moscow for protection in th e
1650s . 24

Ancient ties of language and religion, added to hi s

claims as Iaroslav's heir, gave Tsar Aleksei, according t o
Ustrialov, the undeniable right to intervene in the Ukraine .
Aleksei's claims to the Ukraine, it was noted, were even stronge r
than the right of his contemporary, Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden ,
to intervene on the side of German Protestants in the Thirt y
Years' War--a claim Europe had universally recognized . 2 5
Pogodin expanded the notion of kinship to embrace the Poles ,
who, he argued, had the good fortune since 1815 to be ruled by

a

Slavic kinsman in place of the foreigners who had occupied th e
Polish throne for virtually the entire two centuries preceding th e
partition of 1772 . 26

In fact the Poles, like many others o f

Russia's neighbors, had more than once appealed to Russia fo r
protection . By offering their crown to Russia's rulers on severa l
occasions from the sixteenth century on, the Poles had "repeatedl y
striven" to be united with Russia, finally achieving their goal a t
the Congress of Vienna . 27

Questions of kinship and the Poles' ow n
12

desires aside, Poland sorely needed Russian rule to save her fro m
her own folly . The end of independence in 1795 was a blessing t o
Poland, for she had proved that "she was unable to make use o f
[her independence] without harming her neighbors and her own well being ." 28

Catherine had intervened in Poland, like the Roma n

Senate in Ptolemaic Egypt, to end internal strife . The wisdom o f
her act was proven after the Napoleonic interlude, when Poland ,
"having for so many years spilled its blood without profit t o
itself .

.

. settled down and finally found happiness under th e

beneficial rule of virtuous-hearted Alexander I ." 2 9
Although Georgians had never been subjects or tributaries o f
Russian princes and were not Slays, they were Orthodox Christian s
who were hard pressed by their Muslim neighbors and thus had

a

strong claim on Russia's protection, for which various Georgia n
princes had appealed from time to time, beginning as early a s
1492 . 30

Georgia's remoteness, however, rendered fruitles s

Russia's attempts to assert its power in the area until the tur n
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries . A similar case wa s
Moldavia, another non-Slavic but Orthodox state, which had firs t
appealed to Moscow for help against Turkey in the 1530 s 31 ; only i n
1812 was Russia strong enough to take eastern Moldavi a
(Bessarabia) under its wing . Armenians were neither Slavic no r
even Orthodox, but as a Christian people they too deserve d
deliverance from the mortal dangers they shared with thei r
Georgian neighbors .
Even pagans and infidels had appealed to Russia fo r
13

protection . The Livonians were depicted as having sought the ai d
of Novgorod and other Russian principalities against the Germa n
and Danish invaders of their land in the thirteenth century and a s
having continued, after their forcible subjugation and conversio n
to Latin Christianity, to look to Russia for help until thei r
rescue by Peter the Great . 32

Almost all of Russia's easter n

neighbors, also, had at one time or another sought her protectio n
against enemies external or internal, including Kazan an d
Astrakhan in the mid-sixteenth century 33 , the Kazakh Horde i n
1595 34 , the Kalmyks in the second half of the seventeent h
century 35 , and the peoples of western Turkestan in the nineteent h
century . 36

Like Poland in the west, the eastern khanates o f

Kazan, Astrakhan, and the Crimea had also sorely needed Russia' s
protection, whether or not they had solicited it, to save the m
from their own folly and inability to maintain internal order . 3 7

National . Securit y
No theme was of more central importance in the popula r
presentation of the history of state-building in Russia than tha t
of national security : the early achievement (in the tenth throug h
twelfth centuries), sudden loss (in the early thirteent h
century), and slow recovery (from the late fifteenth to earl y
nineteenth centuries) of a secure national existence in th e
presence of neighbors who repeatedly gave proof of their ill wil l
and readiness to take advantage of Russia at the first sign o f
weakness .
14

To her Latin Christian neighbors to the west, Russia, a s
depicted in popuIar historiography, was the object of fear ,
suspicion, envy, and greed . From the beginning of the thirteent h
century the German crusading Order of Swordbearers entrenche d
itself in Livonia, eradicating all traces of previous Russia n
influence in the region, relentlessly pressing against Russia' s
northwestern marches, and in the mid-sixteenth century imposing a n
embargo upon travel to Russia by Western artisans and technicians ,
lest the talents of these foreigners help Russia become a majo r
power . 38

From the late fifteenth to the early nineteenth centur y

the Swedes had repeatedly tried to prevent Russia from reaching o r
retaining the eastern shores of the Baltic Sea and had take n
advantage of Russia's Time of Troubles at the beginning of th e
seventeenth century to seize much of the Russian northwest . 3 9
Of all Russia's Western neighbors, however, Poland was he r
most inveterate foe as a result of the blood feud between the tw o
countries over the possession of the western half of Russia' s
ancient patrimony . The feud had become especially bitter in th e
latter sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, when Polan d
tried both to impose her religion and culture upon the dispute d
territories and to extend her control over Muscovy itself . 40

Even

in their weakness, having forfeited their right to an independen t
political existence because of their inability to gover n
themselves, the Poles continued to act on the basis of thei r
traditional hatred of Russia--massacring the Russian peace-keepin g
force in Warsaw during Holy Week in 1794, joining Napoleon in hi s
15

invasion of Russia, and then acting the ingrates by rebellin g
against their Russian benefactors in 1830 and 1863 . 4 1
With neighbors such as these peaceful coexistence wa s
unimaginable . The blood feud between Russia and Poland could en d
only with the absorption of one state into the other ; 42 Russia' s
legitimate interests in Livonia could not be secured withou t
Peter's annexation of the region ; and Sweden dropped her age-old
hostility only after being taught a definitive lesson by losin g
Finland to Alexander

I . 43

The history of Russia's relations with her eastern an d
southern neighbors presented a picture different in detail but no t
in the lessons to be drawn from it . Unlike the relatively refine d
and unbearably haughty Europeans in the west, the peoples in th e
east and south were savage and bloodthirsty barbarians an d
predators . The Kazan and Crimean Tatars had ravaged Russia' s
borders with fire and sword for centuries until their annexatio n
in the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, respectively . 4 4
Unfortunately, as Russia's frontiers moved eastward and southward ,
her new neighbors proved to be from the same mold as thos e
previously incorporated into the empire . The hostility an d
treachery of the barbarians east of the Volga provoked Russia' s
advance across the Urals into western Siberia in the lat e
sixteenth century ; 45 similar behavior on the part of peoples t o
the east, south, and north of newly annexed Georgia led inevitabl y
to the pacification and annexation of the rest of Transcaucasia b y
1829 46 and the North Caucasus by 1864 ; and like causes produce d
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like results in Central Asia between 1864 and 1884 . 47

Centurie s

of experience taught that the only truly effective weapon agains t
the barbarians to the east and south was the imposition of Russia n
rule . 4 8

Fulfillment of National Destin y
Territorial expansion was a means to provide not only fo r
Russia's security in a hostile environment but also for he r
cultural development . Russia needed to overcome the backwardnes s
resulting from the long centuries of Mongol rule by reestablishin g
links with the more advanced society of Western Europe . For thi s
purpose, direct and unimpeded communication with Europe via th e
Baltic Sea was indispensable . After many abortive attempts ,
blocked by her immediate Western neighbors over a period of mor e
than two centuries, Russia under Peter I finally realized thi s
ambition . Estonia and Livonia were extolled by one earl y
nineteenth-century popular historian as not only the key t o
Russia's "mastery over .

.

. the Baltic" but the "right hand, wit h

which she holds onto the political system of the European states "
and without which "she would remain more an Asiatic than a
European power ." 4 9
Economic development also necessitated expansion . To th e
east and south there were vast under-utilized lands, and trad e
routes leading in all directions were vital to Russia's prosperit y
and had to be secured . Kazan and Astrakhan were valuabl e
entrepots for Muscovy's trade with the east and southeast, an d
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along.50
with Siberia were "rich prizes" in their ow nright
Control of the Baltic coast and the western shores of the Caspia n
Sea was likewise necessary to the development of Russia's trad e
and industry . 51

And neither her trade with the Ottoman Empire no r

the economy of her southern provinces could prosper unti l
Catherine II had secured access to the Black Sea . 52

Although th e

historians of Russia's expansion never dwelled on altruism as

a

significant motive, they did proudly point to the benefits o f
Russian rule to the borderlands . Russian colonization in th e
European north "planted the first seeds of civilization and th e
Christian faith" among peoples who previously had "dwelled i n
silence and obscurity", "savage peoples" incapable of realizin g
the potential of their "forested country so richly endowed b y
nature ." 53

Much the same story was told of Siberia and the Ponti c

Steppe, the latter until the second half of the eighteenth centur y
a region "uninhabited since time immemorial except for transitory ,
semi-savage nomads"--"predatory peoples ." 54

Although on a highe r

level of development than these areas, Kazan also benefitted fro m
Russian rule in terms of civil order, economic prosperity, and th e
introduction of the true faith . 5 5
It was Soloviev who more precisely defined Russia' s
civilizing mission by presenting her as the champion of the sow n
against the steppe, of civilization against nomadic barbarism, o f
Europe against Asia . Soloviev accorded great historica l
significance to the division of the East European plain into tw o
sectors . The northwest, with its rivers flowing to the Arcti c
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and, more importantly, to the Baltic, covered with forests an d
inhabited by sedentary folk, was from earliest times an integra l
part of Europe . The southeast, on the other hand, sloping towar d
the Black and Caspian seas, consisting of open grasslands, an d
sheltering nomadic tribes, was a transitional zone between Europ e
and Asia . Unlike the steppes of Asia or Africa, however, those o f
the East European plain were both fertile and well watered by th e
rivers that traversed them (the mouths of which, it will b e
remembered, were intended by mature to be in the possession of th e
state that already held their sources) . On all counts, clearly ,
nature had indicated the plain's southeast for Europea n
civilization rather than for Asiatic barbarism . Its nomadi c
denizens had either to retreat into Asia or to become civilized . 5 6
From Soloviev on, the theme of the struggle between th e
steppe and the sown became a central one in popula r
historiography . 57

The very formation of a unified Russian peopl e

out of diverse Slavic and Finnic tribes was depicted as motivate d
by the need for defense against the steppe nomads .58 For almos t
four centuries there was a constantly shifting but neve r
completely upset equilibrium between Kiev Rus' and its Asiati c
neighbors, but in the thirteenth century the Mongols seized th e
ascendancy for the steppe and for Asia and held it for 240 years .
Despite her isolation under the Tatar yoke from her kinsmen i n
Christian Europe, Russia held on stubbornly to her identity and i n
the late fifteenth century was able to go over to the offensive ,
this time definitively, against Asiatic barbarism . 5 9
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Russia's historic offensive against Asia began with Dmitri i
of Moscow's victory on the Don River in 1380 and ended fiv e
centuries later with the pacification of the Caucasus and Centra l
Asia . A decisive turning point in this crusade was Ivan th e
Terrible's conquest of Kazan, the "crucial bastion of Asia" an d
"Central Asia's last stronghold against Europe ." Kazan' s
annexation enabled Russia to expand down the Volga to her natura l
frontier on the Caspian Sea and thereby drive a wedge between th e
Kazakh Steppe and its European extension . 60

The next grea t

milestone was Catherine the Great's victories over the Ottoma n
Turks and her annexation of their Crimean vassal state . Thes e
triumphs were hailed as the latest chapter in the long contes t
between European quality and Asiatic quantity, were equated wit h
the victories of the ancient Greeks over the Persians, and wer e
pronounced the culmination of the struggle that began with Rome' s
defeat of the Huns in 451 . Asia had finally been driven out o f
Europe . 61

But Russia's task was not completed until Central Asi a

itself, the home of nomadism and barbarism and an are a
"languishing under the yoke of Muslim fanaticism, the slave trade ,
every type of rapaciousness, and the constant internecine wars o f
the local rulers", had been brought under Russian control an d
subjected to the civilizing influence of European culture . 62 Fo r
Soloviev, the need to maintain the momentum of Russia's crusad e
against Asiatic barbarism overrode the significance of both th e
Urals and the Caucasus as the natural frontiers of the Eas t
European plain . The pacification of Kazan's eastern neighbors le d
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Russia across the Urals, whence a convenient network of river s
with interlocking tributaries facilitated her work of colonizin g
the virtually empty Siberian wastes and bringing Christian European civilization to their rude inhabitants until she reache d
the next natural obstacle--the Pacific seacoast . In the south ,
once Russia had extended her protection to her Georgia n
coreligionists against the depredations of their Asiati c
neighbors, the Caucasus was perceived as "the last refuge o f
Asiatic savagery", whose liquidation in the 1860s was dul y
celebrated by Soloviev's disciples . 6 3
The outspoken Ukrainian regionalist Kostomarov yielde d
nothing to Soloviev and his school when it came to Russia's rol e
in the "age-old struggle of Christianity with Mahometanism, o f
Europe with Asia ." 64

Despite the distinctions among the severa l

branches of the East Slays, which for Kostomarov were of vita l
importance, all Russians were united not only by cultural ,
political, and religious bonds, but also by the threat from thei r
common foes, especially the steppe nomads . Kostomarov cited "th e
struggle of the Slavic tribe against the Turkic" as an example o f
those ethnic hatreds bequeathed from generation to generation ,
which over the centuries "give direction to a people's efforts an d
shape to its thoughts ." This struggle had begun with th e
Pechenegs in the Kievan period and continued in the modern perio d
against the "Musulman Turkish East" . 65

Kostomarov praised Pete r

the Great not only for desiring for Russia "her proper place i n
the ranks of the European powers" but also for understanding "tha t
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geography as well as history had mapped out for her in additio n
another road--that to the east, where Russia, the recipient of th e
fruits of European civilization from the West, could convey them ,
in her own reworking, to the eastern peoples who stood on a lowe r
level of cultural development than she ." 66

Kostomarov noted wit h

pride that Kazan had been "transformed into a Russian town" an d
that Siberia, where "one Tatar nationality after another" had bee n
subjugated, was now a pleasing picture of tilled fields, churches ,
villages and towns, roads and bridges . 6 7

Assimilatio n
Colonization by Russians was seen as an effective means fo r
civilizing empty or near-empty wastes like the European north, th e
Siberian forests, and the Pontic and Kazakh steppes, as well a s
for disseminating the blessings of European civilization amon g
rather denser populations of barbarians such as those along th e
Volga and in the Caucasus and Russian Turkestan . Kliuchevskii no t
only subscribed to this view but made of colonization the centra l
theme, "the basic fact of our history", arguing that "the histor y
of Russia is the history of a country in the process of bein g
colonized ." Kliuchevskii's corollary to this axiom was that th e
boundaries of the Russian national state had not been fixed fro m
the beginning by nature (although he recognized "the natura l
geographic frontiers of the Russian plain") but rather ha d
continually advanced " with the successes of Muscovite arms and th e
colonizing movement of the Great Russian people ." 6 8
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Kliuchevskii's concept of the Russian people or natio n
(narod)

is central to an understanding of the Russian public' s

support for cultural russification . For Kliuchevskii, narod was a
purely "political term", to be distinguished from the ethnographi c
term plemia (tribe) . 69

Like many of his predecessors, beginnin g

with Karamzin, Kliuchevskii pointed out that the Russian stat e
originally comprised various Slavic and Finnic tribes which ove r
time were amalgamated with each other and with their Viking ruler s
to form the Great Russian nation . That nation's politica l
unification under Moscow in the period 1462-1533 "gave rise to th e
idea of the national state" in Russia . Immediately thereafte r
began the growth of this national state by means of militar y
conquest, colonization, and the russification
natives

(obrusenie) of the

(inorodtsy) encountered in the process . Conquest ,

colonization, and russification were thus all seen as essentia l
factors in building the Russian state and nation . 7 0
For other popular historians, too, the process not merely o f
accumulation of disparate lands and peoples under the scepter o f
the tsar but of their gradual fusion into a united state inhabite d
by a single people bound together by faith, language, laws, an d
customs was central to the telling of the story of Russia' s
development . According to Karamzin, it all started with Riurik ,
one of whose " principal accomplishments" was the conquest of a
number of neighboring Finnic tribes, who in due course wer e
totally assimilated to the Russians in "customs, language, an d
faith ." 71

Polevoi and Ustrialov likewise stressed the divers e
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origins of the population of Kiev Rus' and the way in which th e
language, religion, civil codes, and customs of the numericall y

dominant Slays served by the twelfth century to bind the Norse an d
Finnic elements together with them into a single Russian people . 7 2
The indispensability of combining Russia's disparate region s
and peoples into a unitary state is a central theme in nineteenth century popular historiography . Through conquest an d
centralization the early princes founded a powerful state "on th e
ruins of a multiplicity of weak, quarrelsome, tribal powers . "
Subsequently Kiev Rus' was divided as a result of the appanag e
system, the political disease "which the German people s
communicated to Europe ." The "resurrection" of Russia wa s
accomplished through the miraculous rise of Moscow, the result o f
the wise policy of the princes of the fourteenth and fifteent h
centuries, who "strengthened centralized authority wit h
autocracy ." In brief, "Russia was founded through victories an d
centralization of authority, perished from division of authority ,
and was saved by wise autocracy . "

Ivan III in particula r

recognized that Russia's independence and greatness depended o n
strength, which in turn required "a firm union of the parts into a
whole ." 7 3
The same prince was credited in popular historiography wit h
serving as a model for subsequent rulers by following up th e
unification of the constituent parts of his realm with thei r
merger into an entity with uniform laws in place of the forme r
local privileges and liberties ; "henceforth a single will,
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a

single faith, a single language were the indissoluble bonds "
uniting the Russian land . 74

Similarly, not only Ivan III but als o

Ivan IV and Alexei were praised for having "understood th e
necessity and possibility of restoring the Russian land within it s
ancient boundaries, of molding it into a single entity ." 7 5
Ustrialov's description of Russia at the beginning of Peter th e
Great's reign elaborated the same theme : "In Russia lived man y
ethnically diverse peoples ; the principal [one], which wa s
dominant in faith, language, and numbers, was the Russians, wh o
were the sole inhabitants" of the historical core territory o f
Muscovy, as well as of Little Russia and the Don Cossack region .
"Moreover, in all the towns conquered by the tsar's arms o r
founded beyond the borders of Rus' in Perm, Kazan, and Siberia" ,
the officials and "in part even the tradespeople were Russians .
All judicial proceedings were conducted in the Russian languag e
according to Russian laws . The Russian element was dominant ove r
the Finnic and Tatar, was gradually assimilating both of them, an d
was binding together the far- flung parts of Russia into a singl e
whole ." 7 6
Closer to their own time, the nineteenth-century popula r
historians launded Catherine the Great's provincial governmen t
reform of 1775 for having "promoted the unity of the Russia n
people" by replacing the "varying local privileges" of the severa l
regions with a "uniform system of administration", thus mergin g
"all the diverse parts of our fatherland
harmonious whole ." 77

.

. . into a singl e

Both Peter's and Catherine's immediat e
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successors were castigated for not adhering strictly enough t o
their great precursors' policy of administrative integration i n
the western borderlands, while Nicholas I won praise for returnin g
to Catherine's wise policy of integration and assimilation i n
Poland after the 1830 revolt . 7 8
For Karamzin, as for some of his successors, cultura l
russification was a necessary complement to administrativ e
integration, and Russian culture was inseparable from Orthodoxy .
Asserting as "indisputable" that "the foundation of the state i s
strengthened by the religious unity of its subjects", Karamzi n
nevertheless warned his readers that the achievement of such unit y
in a divided community "is a dangerous undertaking . It i s
necessary to know the character of the people, to prepare thei r
minds, to choose the time [wisely] and act with cunning rathe r
than with overt force ; otherwise, instead of the desired good ,
misfortune will result ."79 In contrast to Poland, whose policy o f
forcibly imposing Catholicism upon her Orthodox subjects onl y
alienated the latter and drove them into the arms of Russia ,
Russia had allegedly from earliest times followed a statesmanlik e
policy of "toleration", of "not disturbing the consciences of th e
vanquished", whether pagans, Muslims, or schismatic Christians .
Spreading "the Divine Faith simply by setting a better example ,
without recourse to the violence and villainy to which othe r
devotees of Christianity resorted in Europe and America", Russi a
both lessened the resistance of neighboring peoples to he r
expansion and hastened her own cultural progress by enlisting th e
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assistance of members of different faiths (e .g ., presumably, th e
Lutheran Baltic Germans) ." In short, cultural russification ,
although a worthy goal, had to be pursued with caution . Despit e
his reservations, Karamzin was at one with the others in equatin g
unity with national strength and independence, and interna l
division with weakness and victimization by neighbors .
The influence of popular historiography upon the mid- an d
late-nineteenth-century Russian mind, however difficult it may b e
to measure with any precision, was reinforced by the writings o f
the publicists who dealt with various aspects of the as-yet-unnamed "nationalities question". In the discussion o f
contemporary issues, the publicists built on the solid base of th e
Russian past as depicted by the historians .

The European Threa t
In discussions of the situation in the European borderland s
(Finland, the Baltic provinces, Ukraine- Belorussia, and Poland )
the principal theme was the danger posed to Russia's nationa l
identity and pride, and even potentially to the integrity of th e
Russian state, by the Germans and Poles, who were "significantl y
more cultured [i .e ., more European] than the Russians" themselves .
In contrast to the Habsburg monarchy, where the subject people s
"are less cultured and poorer" than the dominant Germans, whos e
rule is thus not threatened, in Russia the "Poles, Germans, an d
Finlanders are richer and more cultured than the Russians" an d
consequently posed a threat to the ruling nation . 8 1
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Russian nationalists were particularly sensitive to th e
situation in the Baltic provinces, where the German

" immigrant "

minority continued their centuries-old germanization of th e
region, utilizing for this purpose the German language and th e
Lutheran religion, in audacious disregard of the fact that th e
area had been part of the Russian state since the time of Peter
the Great . Anxious for the integrity of the state in the face o f
the Baltic Germans' appeals since the 1860s to the West in genera l
and to Germany in particular for support against threats t o
russify their allegedly "German country", Russian nationalist s
were furious over the Baltic Germans' claims to represent Europea n
civilization against "Slavic barbarism" . The nationalist s
responded with the sarcastic query, who were the real barbarians ,
Russians who favored equal rights for all the inhabitants of th e
Baltic provinces, including the Estonian and Latvian majorit y
(80%), or Germans who insisted on the retention of medieva l
privileges for themselves (a minority of 10%) and medieva l
restrictions on the rest of the population? 8 2
While the Germans were as yet disloyal only in word, th e
Poles had already proven their disloyalty and ingratitude t o
Russia in deed . Reduced forcibly to obedience in 1831 and 1863 ,
they continued to threaten Russia economically and culturally, i n
the eyes of the nationalists . Polish manufactures, allegedly, s o
dominated the market that Russia had been reduced to an economi c
colony of Poland . Declining Russian industry needed protectio n
against Polish economic imperialism . And the western province s
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recovered from Poland in 1772-95 were a case comparable to th e
Baltic region : after the better part of a century of Russia n
rule, they remained more Polish than Russian in culture, despit e
the fact that the Polish elite formed only one percent of th e
population . Belorussians and Ukrainians, no less than Estonian s
and Latvians, deserved to be protected against the tyranny of

a

minority which for its own selfish reasons was blocking th e
natural process of their assimilation to the Great Russia n
majority . 8 3
Whether the Germans and Poles were themselves capable o f
being russified was a point on which Russian nationalist s
differed, 84 but it was clear that these two "historic" Europea n
nations should no longer be permitted to stand in the way of th e
russification of the "non-historic" peoples whom they had for s o
long dominated . Very evident in this discussion were anxietie s
about the strength of Russia's own European identity--anxietie s
that reinforced the need for Russia to assert herself culturall y
within her political frontiers . No part of the Russian state mus t
be permitted to be dominated by a foreign culture, not even--or ,
rather, especially not--the culture of one of Russia' s
indisputably European neighbors .

The Western Nation-State Mode l
Russian nationalists were quite explicit as to the model fo r
the development of Russia : the modern Western nation- state, a s
exemplified by Great Britain, France, Italy from 1861, and German y
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from 1871 . The ethnic homogeneity of these communities, whil e
real enough, had not been achieved without the strong positiv e
influence of the state through policies of administrative an d
especially cultural-linguistic integration . Berlin's policy o f
germanization in Alsace- Lorraine and Poznan after 1871 was bu t
the most recent instance of a process of using the language of th e
rulers to create a cultural community coincident with th e

political community--a process that had begun in the West durin g
the Late Middle Ages . 8 5
Such policies were offered as models for St . Petersburg ,
which had so far been much too dilatory in pursuing this goal .
Swedish, German, and Polish were still the dominant languages, an d
vehicles of cultural influence, in the western borderlands of th e
empire, relegating the official state language to a humiliatingl y
inferior position . The case was strenuously argued that th e
various Slavic "dialects" in use in the region (Ukrainian an d
Belorussian), and even the Polish language, differed less fro m
literary Russian than did the popular idioms and dialects in th e
West from their respective official state languages . If th e
langue d'oMl and the King's English, High German and Tuscan, ha d
been instrumental in successful nation building, Great Russian clearly was capable of serving a lik e
purpose . 86

Examples more remote in space or time, but mor e

relevant to the Russian Empire's much greater ethni c
heterogeneity, were also summoned by the nationalists to thei r
assistance--the use of English in the United States to shape
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a

community out of the most diverse ethnic materials, gathered fro m
Europe, Asia, and Africa, and the use of Latin by ancient Rome t o
unite the disparate peoples subject to her imperial sway . 87

Could

Russia afford to do less ?
Colonization could be a crucial reinforcement for a mor e
aggressive language policy . The settlement of Russian landowner s
and peasants would strengthen the relatively weak (not in number s
but in cultural identity) Slavic elements in the Ukraine an d
Belorussia against Polish and Catholic influence and go a long wa y
toward undermining the German and Lutheran ascendancy in th e
Baltic provinces . 88

Both language and living individuals had a

vital role to play in the cultural absorption of the Europea n
borderlands . Without such absorption their loyalty to Russi a
would forever remain doubtful in a world of fiercely competitiv e
nation-states .

Russia ' s Civilizing Missio n
When Russian publicists turned to the eastern and souther n
borderlands, their concerns were quite different . Here the mai n
theme was Russia's role as the bearer of European civilizatio n
against Asiatic barbarism ; Russia's cultural superiority over th e
diverse peoples of her Asian borderlands was unquestioned .
Russia's action as civilizing force led the affected people s
through a number of stages, some of which might occu r
simultaneously . Firstly, Russia came to Asia as the pacifier o f
the warring peoples of the Caucasus, Central Asia, and Siberia fo r
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their own benefit as well as for Russia's own security ; definitiv e
pacification required annexation . Secondly, through th e
establishment or strengthening of economic ties with Russia, th e
newly pacified lands benefitted from the fact that commercia l
dependence upon a civilized power tends to have a powerfu l
positive impact in taking the rough edges off barbaric customs an d
behavior . Thirdly, there were the beneficial effects of bein g
introduced to Western knowledge and thought via the establishmen t
of European-type schools and the activity of Christia n
missionaries . Fourthly, there was the exemplary impact upon th e
indigenous population of the settlement of Russian colonists in
their neighborhood and midst . And finally, the peoples of th e
metropole and the borderlands would eventually be unite d
spiritually and physically in a single civil society--an enlarge d
Russian nation-state . 89

No need to press the issue, for th e

outcome was a foregone conclusion .
In playing the role of civilizer of the barbarians, Russi a
was of course doing no more nor less than contemporary Britain an d
France, the leading empire-builders of the nineteenth century .
Russian nationalists were quick to point out, however, th e
superiority of Russia over other European nations as the civilize r
of Asia . Lacking the racial exclusiveness of the English i n
particular, Russians were willing to mix with the native people s
on all levels and to intermarry with them--an inestimabl e
advantage in assimilating them into the Russian nation . Russia ,
moreover, had a much longer period of acquaintance with, and
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a

much more intimate knowledge of, Asia--the consequence of two an d
a half centuries of Mongol rule in Russia and Russia's geographi c
position
on Europe's frontier wit hAsia
.90
To the hypothetical objection that by absorbing the people s
of the Asian borderlands into Russia, that power was denying t o
them the very right to an independent national development tha t
she insisted upon for herself, one publicist responded with th e
assertion that any such putative right for the barbarians mus t
yield to the right and duty of civilized nations to share thei r
higher form of existence with the barbarians for the common goo d
of all mankind . In short, the rights of nations apply only t o
civilized peoples ; barbarians can participate in these rights onl y
by becoming civilized and, in the case at hand, throug h
assimilation to the Russian nation . 9 1
In one case, that of the Siberian inorodtsy, russificatio n
promised salvation not merely from barbaric darkness but fro m
physical extinction (the threatened result, admittedly, o f
epidemic diseases introduced by Russian colonists) . 92

Even th e

leading Siberian regionalists, Iadrintsev and Potanin, were fir m
believers in Russia's civilizing mission through russification .
Their vision of a Russia of autonomous regions assumed that eac h
region would be defined economically, not ethnically . 9 3
Perhaps the biggest single obstacle to Russia's enlightenmen t
of the east, in the eyes of the nationalists, was Islam . A closed
system keeping its followers in ignorance, hostile to change an d
to outside influence, incapable of internal development, Islam ha d
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to be cracked open by external force,

by the imposition o f

Russian rule and the introduction of Russian models for th e
natives to follow . 94

Islam's hold was weakest over the stepp e

nomads, whose faith was considered to be only superficial and wh o
were thus deemed less resistant than sedentary Muslims to Russia' s
civilizing influence . For this reason it was a serious mistak e
for Russia to have encouraged the spreading and deepening of Isla m
,among the Kazakhs in the late eighteenth century . 9 5

Conclusion:
Nation-building
Two Faces ofRussian

With respect to the European borderlands of the empire, th e
attitudes of nineteenth-century Russian nationalists revealed a n
underlying sense of insecurity in the face of an admittedl y
superior culture, that of the West . Since the beginning of th e
eighteenth century, the central challenge facing Russia n
nationalists had been to define Russia's identity with referenc e
to the Western standards and values imposed upon her by Peter th e
Great and his successors . For this reason the Europea n
borderlands, culturally a part of the West but politicall y
subjected to Russia, posed a unique obstacle to the achievement o f
the dream of a Russian nation- state within the existing frontier s
of the empire . Herself a latecomer to the European state system
and cultural community, Russia's goal, as set by the nationalist s
and more or less accepted by the regime, was equal status with th e
older members of the community--not simply as a great power but a s
a ruling nation with a recognized right to impose her culture upo n
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the disparate ethnic minorities present within her borders, jus t
as the English and French had done at earlier stages of thei r
national development, and the Germans were doing at the moment .
In the Asian borderlands, on the other hand, the them e
proudly proclaimed by Russian nationalists was Russia's civilizin g
mission . This was, of course, very much a major theme among
contemporary Western colonialists, including North America n
expansionists ; in their formulation of it, Russian nationalist s
were very much indebted to their Western counterparts . Central t o
the notion of her civilizing mission in Asia was the conviction o f
Russia's cultural superiority, based on her membership in th e
European cultural community . Herein lies the link between the tw o
faces of Russian nation-building : the assertion of Russia n
cultural superiority in her Asian borderlands rested upon th e
assumption of equality vis-a-vis Europe ; the resistance of th e
Baltic Germans, Poles, and Finns to Russification challenged tha t
assumption .
This difference in Russian attitudes toward the Asian an d
European borderlands of the empire is vital to understanding wh y
aggressive, official russification from the 1860s on was mos t
urgently pursued in the latter region . It was there that Russia n
nation-building faced by far its most serious challenge--one upo n
which the entire enterprise might well founder .

*
Although this paper, and the larger work of which it is part, i s
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limited to the nineteenth century, it deals with the formation o f
mental attitudes which clearly did not disappear with the Russia n
Revolution . To give but one example, the themes of nineteenth century Russian popular historians have been reflected repeatedl y
in the writings of their Soviet successors, who also take fo r
granted that the formation of a multi-ethnic Russian state was a
positive development . Both Soloviev and Kliuchevsky, by the way ,
remain much more popular with the Russian reading public than an y
of their Soviet successors . The demand for their genera l
histories, now in process of being republished, is such that th e
right to subscribe has had to be allocated by lottery . Just a s
the nationalities problem contributed materially to the demise o f
the old regime, it could do so again for the Soviet system .
Behind the largely illusory facade of a federated politica l
structure protecting the cultural autonomy of the borderlan d
peoples persists the traditional Great Russian goal o f
assimilation through a common ideology, language, and mores . Th e
goal remains, as before, the establishment of a cultural communit y
corresponding to the existing political community .
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